Erratum

Erratum to: “Conditioned Hallucinations and Prior Overweighting Are State-Sensitive Markers of Hallucination Susceptibility,” by Kafadar et al. (Biol Psychiatry 2022); https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biopsych.2022.05.007.

Two references to supplemental figures in this paper inadvertently referred to the incorrect figures. Specifically, in the Methods and Materials section, “Figure S5 shows initial and follow-up hallucination frequency for participants included in the final analysis” should have instead referred to Figure S6. In addition, the reference to Figure S6 in the Discussion section, “Group differences in CH rate and prior weighting also vary within the experiment itself, as reflected by both raw (Figure 2D, E) and simulated (Figure S6) trial data,” should have instead referred to Figure S7.

These errors have been corrected in the final paginated version of this article.
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